Inorganic Pyrophosphatases: Study of Interest
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Abstract
Inorganic pyrophosphatases are enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of inorganic pyrophosphate to orthophosphate. These enzymes are divided into two groups: the soluble pyrophosphatases and the membrane pyrophosphatases. They vary in structure and each has a determined catalysis mechanism. Soluble pyrophosphatases are ubiquitous enzymes and play a key role in regulating the rate of pyrophosphate and balance in this sense, the biosynthetic reactions. Membrane pyrophosphatases are ion pumps, producing a proton or sodium gradient, and provide critical energy reserves to organisms, especially during stress conditions. Several studies have shown that these enzymes are involved in numerous disorders (diseases, fault cell growth…). However they are potential targets for the development of agents against parasites. This article consists of a description of the different types, structures, catalytic properties of inorganic pyrophosphatases and their involvement in cellular metabolism.
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1. Introduction
Phosphorus (P) is the fifth largest bio-element to living organisms as a compound cell. It is transported within cells as orthophosphate anion (H2PO4− or inorganic phosphate) and it is involved in the formation of phospholipids, components with high energy (ATP) and pathways subtracts like pyrophosphate (PO4− − O − PO4−), whose binding energy is used by all organisms.
In humans, inorganic phosphate is located mainly in bones (85%), 14% in...
intracellular and a small percentage (1%) in extracellular fluid [1]. Phosphorus is also an essential nutrient in plants growth. In microorganisms, inorganic phosphate plays a key role in the cycle of cell development [2]. In industrial applications, inorganic phosphate is widely used in cleaning products, textile processing, toothpaste, water treatment, horticulture fertilizers and fire extinguishers [3].

Intracellular level of pyrophosphate is permanently regulated by hydrolysis in orthophosphate. This reaction is catalyzed by inorganic pyrophosphatases. Two major types of inorganic pyrophosphatase are distinguished: the soluble pyrophosphatases (sPPases) and the membrane pyrophosphatases (H⁺/Na⁺-PPases). These enzymes are essential for regulating intracellular level of pyrophosphate and producing a proton or sodium gradient necessary for cells.

This article will describe the different types, structures, catalytic properties of inorganic pyrophosphatases and their involvement in cellular metabolism.

2. Inorganic Pyrophosphate

Pyrophosphate is a byproduct of several synthetic pathways (nucleic acids, proteins, polysaccharides,) which makes this compound of a large interest. Pyrophosphate is a molecule composed of two orthophosphate groups linked by a phosphoanhydride bond. It is a chemical moiety wherein is stored a fundamental binding energy for the cell’s energy needs. This is a molecule whose hydrolysis is energetically favorable and is obtained commercially by dehydration under heating of orthophosphate. The first described reaction in which pyrophosphate is involved is the formation of ATP (Adenosine Tri Phosphate) and NMN (Nicotinamide Mono Nucleic) in the presence of NAD⁺ and pyrophosphate [4]. Since then, the involvement of pyrophosphate has been described in many bio-synthetic reactions.

However, pyrophosphate is considered a by-product of cellular anabolism whose subsequent hydrolysis indicates that anabolic reactions occur in the right direction [5]. The cellular level of inorganic pyrophosphate must be regulated and an eventual disruption of the metabolism of inorganic pyrophosphate may be associated with various diseases [6].

3. Inorganic Pyrophosphatase: Overview

The enzymes that hydrolyze inorganic pyrophosphate to orthophosphate are called inorganic pyrophosphatas (PPases) and they have been discovered for the first time in animal tissues [7]. They are divided in two major groups: pyrophosphatases soluble (sPPases) and membrane pyrophosphatases (H⁺/Na⁺-PPases). These two enzymes are not homologous and have amino acid sequences and very different structures, but have patterns appearing in the sequences corresponding to the catalytic site [8].

3.1. Soluble Pyrophosphatases

Soluble pyrophosphatases (sPPases) are ubiquitous enzymes which play an im-
portant role in the metabolism of phosphorus. The sPPases catalyze the hydrolysis of inorganic pyrophosphate produced in the metabolic pathways in two orthophosphate molecules. Namely by their nature and their omnipresence, the sPPases play a central role in the metabolic reactions, because in their absence, the accumulation of PPi produces dysfunction of metabolic reactions [9] [10]. The hydrolysis of PPi is therefore important to provide the Pi necessary for phosphorylation, and allow the smooth running of biosynthetic reactions [11].

There are three families of sPPases: families I and II are non homologous. Family III is unexplored and found in some bacterial species. The latter seems to be modified to dehalogenase of haloalkanes, which operate by a separate mechanism [12].

The sPPases family I are usually found in most eukaryotes, archaea and bacteria, while the family II enzymes are found in some bacteria, archaea and primitive eukaryotes. These two families are distinguished firstly by their activation cofactor: the sPPases family I is mainly Mg\(^{2+}\) as cofactor, while sPPases Family II work with the Mn\(^{2+}\) as cofactor [13] [14]. In addition, it is shown that some sPPases (yeasts, animals, and bacteria) are strongly inhibited by Ca\(^{2+}\) at very low physiological concentrations [15] [16]. Others are activity dependent on calcium, particularly in *Leishmania major* (LmsPPase) [17]. Secondly, the sequences of both sPPases are not similar. However, the active site of the two proteins is retained, meaning a possible common ancestor of these two enzymes [13] [18].

### 3.2. Membrane Pyrophosphatases

From an architectural and functional point of view, membrane pyrophosphatases are completely different. They are ion pumps, found in plants, algae, some protozoa, bacteria and archaea. They produce reversible reactions which coupling the hydrolysis-energy of PPi and proton (H\(^{+}\)-PPases) or sodium (Na\(^{+}\)-PPases) [19]. The H\(^{+}\)-PPases are found in prokaryotes (acidocalcisomes vesicles) [20] [21], eukaryotes and protists (vacuolar membranes of plants, protists acidocalcisomales membranes) [22] [23]. The H\(^{+}\)-PPases are present in all domains of life and provide to host important energy reserves, especially during stress conditions (drought, nutrient deficiency, anoxia, cold stress, low light intensity, stress salt) and lack of energy [21] [24]. The Na\(^{+}\)-PPases are only found in prokaryotes [19]. Membrane pyrophosphatases can be classified according to their specific ion to pump (Na\(^{+}\) and/or H\(^{+}\)) and their dependent activation on K\(^{+}\) [19] [25] [26].

### 4. Structure of Inorganic Pyrophosphatases

#### 4.1. Soluble Pyrophosphatases

The first pyrophosphatase crystallized structure is described in 1952 and belong to the sPPases family I [27]. The two best examples of studies of sPPases family I are hexameric sPPase *Escherichia coli* (E-PPase) and dimeric sPPase *Saccharo-*
myces cerevisiae (Y-PPase), as prokaryotic and eukaryotic models respectively, including their structure and mechanism which have been well characterized [28] [29]. The sPPases family I are formed in a single compact structure, the center which contains the active site consists of five preserved β strands [30] (Figure 1). The eukaryotic sPPases are generally dimeric [28] while bacterial sPPases are generally hexameric [31]. Eukaryotic sPPases are larger than bacteria sPPases (280 residues against 170 residues), this is explained by the fact that the eukaryotic enzyme (Saccharomyces cerevisiae PPase, Figure 1) has an external β strand and extensions in N and C terminal to the base structure.

The structure of soluble pyrophosphate family II is described later and they are well characterized in Bacillus subtilis and recently in Staphylococcus aureus [18] [32]. They are different to sPPases family I and they consist of two homodimeric domains whose active site is located at the interface (Figure 1).

4.2. Membrane Pyrophosphatases

The structure of these enzymes is established for the first time in studies on membrane pyrophosphatases of Mung bean (VrPPase) and Thermotoga maritima (TmPPase) [33] [34]. Membrane PPases consist of a single large transmembrane domain, with 15 - 17 transmembrane helices with hydrophilic regions within these proteins [35]. Membrane PPases are homodimeric although the active site is located in a single monomer [34]. The basic structure of these functional ion pumps contains six central helices. There are four catalytic regions such as hydrolysis center, a space for coupling, a gateway ions formed by charged residues and a way out to the periplasmic side of the membrane.

5. Catalytic Activity of Pyrophosphatases

5.1. Soluble Pyrophosphatases

Hydrolysis by sPPases requires three or four metals, depending on the family of the enzyme, pH and the concentration of PPi [37] [38]. The hydrolysis reaction is based on the activation of a nucleophile group, the generation of a nucleophilic

![Figure 1](image_url). Overview of the conformation of the substrate with different PPases [36]. (a) Family I Saccharomyces cerevisiae PPase; (b) Family II Bacillus subtilis PPase; (c) Membrane Mung bean PPase. Black lines in (c) mean lipid bilayer, the arrow shows the cytoplasmic side.
attack and hydrolysis is carried out without intermediate enzyme-phosphate [33] [39]. A crucial difference between sPPases in pyrophosphate hydrolysis term is the response of both enzymes (family I and family II sPPases) with different inhibitors, especially fluoride and diphosphonates.

The pyrophosphate hydrolysis mechanism by sPPases Family I consists of a nucleophilic attack of a water molecule on a half electrophilic phosphate from pyrophosphate (Figure 2 and Figure 3). This mechanism is well described in *Escherichia coli*, provided by three divalent metal ions located in the catalytic site of the enzyme: M1 and M2 ions present before the substrate binding site, they are involved in the positioning of the substrate and the activating of a water molecule for the nucleophilic attack; M3 ion coordinates the positioning of pyrophosphate in the active site [12].

The active site containing a water molecule (Wc) and the divalent metal ion M2: a) that captures pyrophosphate PPi with the M1 and M3 ions; b) The nucleophile complex formed following proton-abstraction by an aspartate residue Asp (Asp 67 in the PPase from *Escherichia coli*, Asp54 in the PPase from *Mtb tuberculosis*) attack the electrophilic active phosphate group of PPi; c) upon hydrolysis; d) a new water molecule binds phosphate and the other group dissociates, giving a complex that releases the phosphate (Pi) attacked [12].

**Figure 2.** Hydrolysis mechanism of family I PPases [12].

**Figure 3.** Active site comparison of different pyrophosphatase [36]. (a) sPPases Family I (*Saccharomyces cerevisiae*); (b) sPPase Family II (*Bacillus subtilis*); (c) membrane PPasses (*Mung bean*). The hydrolysis binding site is vertical in the three cases with the nucleophilic below, color atoms represent the Mg²⁺ (green), Mn²⁺ (light purple), K⁺ (purple). The nucleophilic water molecule is named Wn and represented by the red atom in c; the electrophilic phosphorus is at the bottom of each figure. Hydrogen bonds and ionic interactions are represented by the dashed [36].
The first structures of sPPases family II, described in *Bacillus subtilis* and *Streptococcus mutans*, showed on the catalytic mechanism that two ions (M1 and M2) of the enzyme coordinate with the substrate and a third ion (M3) which does not directly interact with the protein [18] [40]. A recent study in *Bacillus subtilis* shows a fourth ion (M4) involved in the coordination of the enzyme-substrate complex [27]. In fact, the three ions M1, M2 and M4 bound to the substrate and position the nucleophilic water molecule for catalytic attack.

5.2. Membrane Pyrophosphatases

In catalytic term the hydrolysis power of membrane pyrophosphatases is lower than soluble pyrophosphatases. The water molecule contained in the active site has a low anionic retention power, PPi is captured in a metal cage and its hydrolysis is generated by the ion gradient pumped by the protein, which modifies the overall charge [36].

6. Phylogenic Trees of Pyrophosphatases

Inorganic pyrophosphatases are widely distributed in living organisms. Several studies have drawn up phylogenetic trees to classify these enzymes following the differences in their amino acid sequences. An example of a relevant study on membrane pyrophosphatases is the phylogenetic comparative analysis of the H+-Pases of protozoa and other species [41].

Another pertinent example on soluble pyrophosphatases was Gomez Garcia et al. study [42], which consists of molecular phylogenetic analysis of two eukaryotic sPPases family I isolated from *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* and other prokaryotic, protists, fungi and metazoans sPPases. The phylogenetic tree showed a broad distribution of soluble pyrophosphatases among bacteria, archeae, animals, fungi and plants. These two sPPases had different molecular phylogenies, the first is closely related to other eukaryotic sPPases while the second resembles to prokaryotic sPPases [42].

7. Interest of Pyrophosphatases Study

Inorganic pyrophosphate is suggested as the predecessor of ATP in the early stages of evolution and as an alternative to provide energy in some modern cells [20]. It is a byproduct of several metabolic pathways, and it was shown that the cell rate is regulated continuously, and dysfunction of this control can be at the origin of several anomalies [6]. Inorganic pyrophosphatase are enzymes which play an important role in cellular metabolism by hydrolyzing pyrophosphate. Since their discovery, several interesting studies were performed showing the importance of these enzymes on cellular metabolism. Soluble pyrophosphatase are essential to metabolic reactions of bacteria and yeast [10] [29]. They are involved on the growth of bacteria such as Escherichia coli. Indeed deficiency of these enzymes could affect the growth of some organizations, such as the involvement of the defective pyrophosphatase in the curbed development and cell
death cycle of yeast fermentation [43]. Likewise, it is shown that the soluble pyrophosphatases are overexpressed in breast cancer [44]. Studies on the structure of pyrophosphatases are also important because understanding the structure and function of these enzymes is bio-medically important, like family pyrophosphatases II which are specific to certain pathogens such as *Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus agalactiae, Streptococcus mutans* and *Bacillus anthracis*. They could be potential targets for the discovery and development of new antibacterial products [32].

Membrane pyrophosphatases are known as ion pumps that combine the translocation of H’ ions or Na’ ions to the hydrolysis of PPI and are a real source of biological energy [45]. They are generally found in plants and protists, often in conditions of stress, limited energy, frequent enough to provide an ion gradient when ATP is almost absent [17] [21]. These membrane enzymes do not seem to be present in mammals but could be potential targets for drugs and vaccines against pathogenic protists. Most of them have an intracellular lifestyle. The study on the mode of regulation of these enzymes regarding the protein level as well as at the genomic level could be of importance to biomedical field and will provide better understanding of certain phenomena of cell metabolism.
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